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What is Handline Tuna Fishing?
Indonesia is the largest tuna-producing country in the world, contributing over 15% of global
tuna production. In Indonesia, Fishing & Living focuses on the small scale artisanal handline
tuna fishery which significantly contributes to nutrition, food security, sustainable livelihoods,
jobs and poverty alleviation in Indonesia
Anova sources fish from across
Indonesia, predominantly from smallscale handline boats. These boats and
the fishing method used are extremely
artisanal in nature

Handline fishing is a very simple fishing method:
one man, one hook, one line and one fish!

© FairTrade USA

Many handline
fishermen use kites to
move the baited
hooks through the
water

The small-scale fishery directly employs approximately 2.5 million
people in Indonesia, thus having far-reaching effects on food security
and income.
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Our “Fishing” activities

Towards Sustainable Fisheries
Handline Tuna Fishing- A very sustainable fishing method…
 Low bycatch: There is very low by catch and no significant impacts on protected species
such as marine mammals, turtles and sharks.
 Low impact on habitats: Handline fishing gear does not interact with the seafloor.
 Selective: Handline fishing is a very selective method of fishing that targets large tunas by
setting the hooks deeper in the water. This means that these adult tunas already had time
to reproduce at least once.

 Yellowfin tuna: Yellowfin tuna stock in the
Western Central Pacific is not overfished but
there is a lack of regulation on the amount that
is allowed to be caught.

…But some challenges remain
ANOVA/Fishing & Living is part of the Fisheries Improvement Project (FIP) for tuna fisheries in
Indonesia. The FIP covers all gears (Purse-Seine, Longline, Pole &Line and Handline). Fishing &
Living’s focus is on improving the sustainability of the Yellowfin Handline fishery. Fishing &
Living aims to promote and improve handline tuna fisheries by working with the fishermen and
their communities.
Our partnership with local NGO
F&L partnered with Masyarakat Dan Perikanan Indonesia, meaning “Communities and
Fisheries of Indonesia”: an experienced non-governmental organization that focuses on
improving small-scale fisheries all over Indonesia, including other fisheries than tuna. We work
closely to implement sustainability and community development activities
Learn more and meet the team at mdpi.or.id or visit their facebook
page
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Our “Fishing” activities- continued

Towards Sustainable Fisheries
Improving Fisheries Management
As a small-scale artisanal fishery, the handline tuna fishery often falls outside of government
regulations.

Challenge #1: Lack of
information
There is very little information on
how much tuna is being
caught by handline fishermen
What we do: Data
collection
Data on tuna catches is being
collected in 6 locations across
Eastern Indonesia. This
information is then used by the
government for improving the
handline tuna fishery.

Fishing & Living/MDPI enumerators collect important information necessary for
improving the sustainable management of the fishery in 6 sites across Eastern
Indonesia (see map). Collected information includes: species, size, age and the
location of fishing. Enumerators also ask the fishermen about their trip: how many
days, how much fuel they used and whether they saw protected species.

Challenge #2: Lack of
organization
Handline fishermen are
often geographically
dispersed and often
unaware of their rights

For fisheries management to work fishermen should work together with the
government. F&L/MDPI have supported the formation of fishermen
associations. This allows them to carry their voice and share their knowledge.
6 fishermen associations have been established so far.
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What we do: Fair Trade
fishermen associations
Through our Fair Trade pilot,
we have gathered
fishermen to form
associations and have a
united voice. Through this,
fishermen become aware of
their rights as users of the
resource.
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Our “Fishing” activities- continued

Challenge #3 Lack of information
exchange
For management to work,
fishermen and government must
communicate about the fishery.
Fishermen often have knowledge
that the government does not
have and vice-versa.
What we do: Co-management
groups
Bringing together scientist,
government, fishermen and other
stakeholders to share knowledge
and collaborating on improving
the handline tuna fishery

Co-management groups bring together stakeholders to exchange
information and collaborate on fisheries improvements. The 1st group was
established in 2012 in the central province Nusa Tengarra Barat. The
second group was established in April 2013 in the Eastern province Maluku.
Two more are being established in Nusa Tenggara Timur and South
Sulawesi. (See map)

Challenge #4 Lack of regulations
The government of Indonesia has not to date set any
limits on how much tuna can be caught in
Indonesian waters. If there are no regulations, stock
could become overfished.
What we do: Advocacy for better regulations
Cooperation and collaboration with the government
of Indonesia to develop regulations that aim towards
sustainable fisheries.

MDPI regularly meets with the
government and organizes
workshops with researchers and
NGOs to explore and discuss
better fisheries management.
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Our “Fishing” activities- continued

Increasing Awareness in the Communities
Fishing &Living, in collaboration with MDPI, is actively promoting sustainability with regards to fish
stocks, marine pollution, protected species and habitats by organizing local events and
programs in the communities.

Turtle release program

World Ocean Day

Fishermen Workshop

Beach Clean-ups

Coral Triangle Workshop
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Our “Fishing” activities- continued

Our Field Activities for Sustainable Fisheries: Where we work
Fishing &Living, in collaboration with MDPI, has set up 6 Field offices/Fishermen centers across
Eastern Indonesia, each with permanent staff working on Fair Trade, Data collection, raising
awareness on Sustainability, and engaging fishermen.

Lombok Field Office
Bone Field Office

Kupang Field Office
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Our “Living” activities

Towards thriving fishing communities
Small-scale fishing communities in Indonesia are among the poorest and least educated due to
limited access to funding and alternative professional opportunities. Fishing & Living aims at
supporting community development through various programs within the communities.
Challenge #1 Fair trading practices
There are many intermediaries
between the fisherman and the end
consumer which often means that the
fishermen does not get the fairest
price for its fish.
What we do: Fair Trade standard
and pilot
Taking part in developing the first
FairTrade Wild Capture Fisheries
standard with Fair Trade USA.
Implementing the FairTrade approach
in Eastern Indonesia.

Fair Trade fishermen group

Challenge #2 Precarious working conditions
Like any other fishing method Handline fishing
can be a hazardous activity for many reasons:
bad weather conditions, sharp equipment,
heavy objects etc
What we do: Safety-at-Sea training &
distribution of safety equipment
Developing a Safety-at-sea manual and training
curriculum; the distribution of safety equipment:
Gloves, boots, GPS, Life Jackets, First Aid Boxes
and First Aid Stations.

Fair Trade Information Day
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Our “Living” activities-continued

Challenge #3 Empowerment of fishing
communities
Small-scale fishing communities have limited
access to education and training. This means
that fishing communities lack the capacity to
improve their living conditions through better
financial management and organization
What we do: Training and Capacity Building
 Formation of fishermen association to have a
c
united and stronger voice.
 Training women to add value to fish
product to sell on local market.
 Organization & Finance Management Training

© FairTrade USA

Challenge #4 Poor Infrastructure
Infrastructure in small scale ports are
usually poor and makes it harder for
fishermen to unload their catch. This
also means that the quality of the fish
may decrease and the fishermen
getting less value for his catch.
What we do: Infrastructure
Improvements
Contributing to the building of
infrastructures to improve the fishing
ports and ease landings from the boat
to land.

Cooking Classes

Stairs- Buru Island

Bamboo Bridge
Maumere

© FairTrade USA
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Our “Living” activities-continued

Challenge #5 Limited funding for
schools
Many schools near fishing communities
lack the necessary budget to buy
teaching material such as books
What we do: Adopt-a-school
program
Donating books, writing supplies,
teaching supplies and sports equipment
to local schools.
Challenge #6 Access to clean water
Often located in remote areas, fishing
communities have limited access to clean
water
What we do: Clean water program
Donation of water filters in local orphanages
and schools.

Book donations to local schools

Running water in Schools
Water filtration system donated to local orphanage
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Our “Living” activities-continued

Challenge #7 Waste Management
Waste management in rural areas is extremely
undeveloped: trash is often not disposed of
correctly and ends up littering the
environment.

What we do: Waste management
programs
Putting in place recycling and waste collection
programs both in the communities and on the
boats. Village clean ups gather the whole
communities once every two weeks.
Clean-up day-Kupang

Recycling
program

For more detail and the latest updates on our work,
please visit our website at fishing-living.org
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or contact us at info@fishing-living.org. Like our Facebook page or follow us on twitter
@FishingLiving

